The Story of Your Research

Promote Your Scholarly Output:

The scholarly world is social, and we have tools to help you keep track of your work and the way it is being used. The things you create in graduate school tell a story of your scholarship. Collect and share these with the world.

By sharing your research and tracking who uses it, you can find new ideas and even future collaborators to embark on the next chapter of your research story.

Use ORCID to Identify Your Work:

ORCID is a unique researcher identification tool to help you display your research all in one place.

Your ORCID profile can be linked to different systems for publishing, grants, data, conferences, archives, and more.

Your ORCID goes wherever you go, even after you graduate!

Track Your Work with Altmetrics

» Your research has an impact – and our services can help you tell the story of your scholarship.

» The scholarly world is increasingly social and altmetrics help you keep up by tracking citations of your work as well as social media mentions, downloads, and shares.

» PlumX altmetrics are available for all works in D-Scholarship, and are compatible with other services like ImpactStory, Academia.edu, and ResearchGate.

» Your research portfolio

Use D-Scholarship and ORCID to collect your research outputs. Share a link to your profile and your colleagues can see your entire output in one place.

» Your research conversation

Scholars increasingly rely on social outlets to share and discuss research, both their own and the work of others. Use altmetrics to see those conversations as they happen -- and get involved.

» Your research use

Using altmetrics services like PlumX as well as other bibliometric services provided by the library, you can see how your work is being used by others in a variety of outlets.

» Your research impact

Your research has a life beyond its completion. Using our tools, you can see how your work has contributed to the field. Equipped with this knowledge, you can see future projects, collaborators, and even employers -- by telling your research story.